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Welcome
Welcome to the inaugural
Eugene Environmental Film Festival!
Inspiration. Community. Resistance.

Our Vision
The Eugene Environmental Film Festival seeks to raise awareness of
all that is the environment local to global. We aim to provide a holistic
perspective concerning the ways that we enjoy the environment; to
understand the ways the environment feeds and nourishes us; to
address the exploitation and harm to the environment; and to explore
ways that we resist and protect the environment. Our vision is to create
a community and culture to inspire positive lasting change.
Front Cover: Abundant Land: Soil, Seeds, and Sovereignty
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Festival Sponsors
It takes a community to organize a film festival!
Many thanks to our sponsors for their support!

Our Fiscal Sponsor

Really Want This Thing to Happen Sponsors

Community Sponsors
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Festival Sponsors
Film Sponsors

Solidarity Sponsors
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Festival Sponsors
Solidarity Sponsors

Special thanks for your support!
Nena Lovinger
Andy & Yvonne Mitchell
Nil Pearson Architect
Edward Schiessl @ Broadway Metro
Tim Lewis
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Our Team
Michele Eggers, Director
I am interested in addressing the interrelated issues of environmental and economic exploitation,
poverty, repression, and violence, which often force individuals and communities to leave their home
countries. I have visually documented environmental rights abuses in Central and South America as
well as coordinated speaking engagements and outreach for human rights delegations to help raise
awareness about these issues. My vision of creating the Eugene Environmental Film Festival is to
bring people together across geographic boundaries to address critical environmental issues facing
our planet and to acknowledge the people in the struggle for environmental change and justice.

Ana McAbee, Co-Director
I have always had a spiritual connection to the environment. My connection strengthened when I
moved from Atlanta, Georgia to Oregon and was able to connect more with wilderness. Living in
Oregon has given me humility and a great sense of appreciation for the natural environment not only
in Oregon but globally. It is vitally important to me to advance the goal of a healthy planet by raising
awareness of environmental issues and strengths. Art and film are highly effective ways to highlight
critical issues and to draw focus to ongoing efforts toward making positive change. Art and film also
provide some relief and rectification to the environmental damage already done. I am optimistic
about our future and am compelled to do anything in my power to move towards a healthy future for
our children and our planet.

Sarah Cantril, Organizer
Sarah grew up playing in the creek and climbing trees around her house. She has fond memories of
sleeping under the stars, swimming in the Eel River and hiking in the redwoods. As an adult she has
enjoyed hiking, skiing and playing on the beach in Oregon. Her deepest connection to the land
developed by living in the countryside outside of Eugene and experiencing the changes of the
seasons and witnessing the impact of climate change in her own garden. She is passionate about
growing and preserving food for her family and founded Huerto de la Familia (The Family Garden)
in order to offer Latino immigrant families the same opportunity. Most recently, Sarah taught as an
adjunct professor at Pacific University in the Masters of Social Work Program.

Jojo DeLong, Organizer
I’m Jojo, a graduate social work student fueled by working with others to advocate for social justice.
My background in cultural anthropology gave me a passion for learning about how people interact
with the environment and nurtured further curiosity about how we can create positive change in the
world. I am passionate about film as an avenue for spreading awareness and motivating people to
action. In my spare time, you can find me in a hot spring, on the basketball court, or camping in the
woods.

Lisa Fragala, Organizer
Originally, I moved to Oregon to work for the Forest Service surveying threatened and endangered
species like the Marbled Murrelet and Spotted Owl. I fell in love with the woods in Oregon and grew
to understand what a precious resource it is; how important it is that we protect it. Now I understand
that environmental politics are deeply about social justice issues. Communities of color & indigenous
communities are impacted at a much higher rate by environmental degradation and will be much
more impacted by climate change. As a citizen of planet Earth I feel a deep responsibility to protect
the planet and also to think about the people who are most impacted by what is happening. It is an
honor to get to work on the festival to bring our community together around these important issues.
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How To Fest
What is a film session?

A film session is a grouping of films shown together within a particular time frame. At the Eugene
Environmental Film Festival, we have 3 film sessions.
Saturday October 6th
Session I: 11am – 3pm
Session II: 5pm – 9pm
Sunday October 7th
Session III: 12pm – 3pm
Sessions I & II will be divided into 1.5 hour and 1 hour blocks of films. After each of these blocks, there is a half hour
chunk of time for Q&A with filmmakers, film representatives, or local organizations.
In addition, there will be a half hour break in between each session after the first block of films and Q&A if
festivalgoers would like to switch theaters to view other films in the second block within a session. See below for
examples schedules.
In Sessions I & II, festivalgoers have access to 4 different theaters: (2) Broadway Metro; (1) David Minor; and (1)
UO Baker Center. Session III is in one location at Pacific University.
Session I & II:
Films: 90 minutes
Q&A: 30 minutes
Break: 30 minutes (to switch venues/theaters, if desired)
Films: 60 minutes
Q&A: 30 minutes
Session III (youth venue):
Films: 60 minutes
Break: 20 minutes
Films: 60 minutes
Q&A: 40 minutes
I want to see specific films, how can I make sure I get a seat?
If you know that you would like to see a particular film, make sure to get there early. Doors open 30 minutes prior to
film showings. For example if a film you want to see is in Session I, arrive at 10:30am to that particular location. For
Session II, arrive at 4:30pm, etc.
All venues and theaters are first come, first serve. However, you have access to four different theaters on Saturday in
Session I and Session II, so there will be seating available.
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How To Fest
Will I have the opportunity to speak with some of the filmmakers and presenters?

Tickets

Not all films at the Eugene Environmental Film Festival will have filmmakers present during the weekend. However,
at least half of the films in the festival do. If filmmakers or representatives are present, then you can meet them during
the Q&A after the block of film that the film is shown, go to a workshop where they may be presenting, or attend the
Coffee With Filmmakers at The Barn Light in between Sessions I & II.

This year our goal was to make the festival affordable and accessible!

Full Festival Pass

This pass includes access to our Friday Night Opening Reception, Saturday
Film Sessions I & II, and Sunday Film Session III
$40.00

Session Tickets

Saturday Film Session I: $15.00
Saturday Film Session II: $15.00
Sunday Film Session III: Free for youth and suggested $10.00 donation for others

Special Event

Friday Night Opening Soirée for the film festival!
Live music with Mood Area 52
Food from Sam Bonds Brewing, 100 Mile Bakery, and sweets from Sweet Life!
$15.00
How do I purchase tickets?
Tickets are available at Broadway Metro in person or online! Please visit: 43 W.
Broadway in downtown Eugene to get tickets in person. Visit http://broadwaymetro.com
or https://eugevoff.org/tickets/ to get tickets online.
**Tickets are not needed in advance for the youth venue in Session III on Sunday**
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Festival Headquarters
Festival Headquarters will be at the Broadway Commerce Center

44 W. Broadway
We will be located in the open space behind The Barn Light/Sizzle Pie

What’s happening at the festival headquarters?
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Find out more about the Eugene Environmental Film Festival
Check out the media lounge
Pick up a printed program guide
Receive a copy of our film schedule
Receive a copy of our workshops/speakers/and performance
Receive answers to questions that you do not know
Purchase a festival t-shirt
Check out and support organizations on the front line of environmental advocacy, activism, and
change

Headquarter Hours
Saturday October 6th
10am – 6pm
10

Mobile Media

Golden Road Media will be offering mobile media support for the Eugene Environmental
Film Festival. TV and Radio Producer, Michael DiMartino, will be documenting various
aspects of the film festival, including interviewing filmmakers, festival-goers, and
community members. He will be archiving footage of the first annual film festival to
help store our experiences and to share with others who are not able to attend.
Livestream content on YouTube and Facebook will be posted during the weekend!
The Golden Road Radio/Television show explores the intersection of the arts, the
environment, culture, health, and technology. We are building a better future through
education, community building and positive social change.
For more information visit: http://goldenroadradiohour.com
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Festival Venues
Film Venues
Broadway Metro, 43 W. Broadway
Broadway Metro is a locally-owned and owner-operated boutique mini-plex, located in the heart of
downtown Eugene. We operate four intimate, comfortable auditoriums, featuring foreign, independent
and classic cinema, as well as alternative content such as HD presentations of performances by the
Royal Opera, Bolshoi Ballet, National Theatre, and the Royal Shakespeare Company. Our concession
stand features local craft beer, cider, wine and a wide variety of snacks. Visit

The David Minor Theater, 180 E. 5th Ave.
The David Minor Theater honors the life of, David Minor, a long-time friend of theater
owner, Josh Goldfarb, who was killed in a bicycle accident at age 27 in June of 2008. His
active community involvement yielded friendships and connections with many Eugene
groups and businesses and was a hallmark of his personality that his friends won’t forget. The
David Minor Theater shows New Releases as well as Classics and Cult-films. We serve food
from nearby 5th Street restaurants, Cornucopia, and Steelhead Brewery. Our taps have favorites and seasonal microbrews from local brewers and we keep a nice selection of red and white wines by regional wineries.

UO Baker Downtown Center, 325 10th Ave.
(free parking behind the building off of 10th Ave.)

Programs housed in The Baker Downtown Center bring the university’s resources and
opportunities to the community. We host credit and noncredit workshops, sponsor cultural
and educational events, and rent conference and classroom space to academic partners and community organizations.
The Baker Downtown Center is at the corner of 10th and High, near the John G. Shedd Institute for the Arts and the
East Broadway business district. It was built in 1952 by the Guard Publishing Co. and served as The Eugene RegisterGuard’s home until 1998, when the building was leased to the University of Oregon and renamed the Baker
Downtown Center.

Pacific University, 40 E. Broadway
The Pacific University Eugene Campus offers undergraduate and graduate
programs in the College of Education and a graduate program in the Master of
Social Work. The campus shares the block with Kesey Square, a public space
used for gatherings, performances, and public art.
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Workshops
Indigenous Rights Panel
Chief Caleen Sisk of the Winnemem Wintu Tribe, advocates for California salmon restoration,
healthy undammed watersheds, and the human right to water.
Jennifer Eisele of the Shoshone Paiute Tribe, will address a Regional Radioactive Reclamation
project and watershed governance policy for Shake River and Northern Great Basin and the
community impacts.
Rowena Jackson of the Klamath Tribe, will be speaking on the relationship between spirituality
and the earth, which inspires her activist work to protect open waterways and resist oil and gas pipelines.
Pacific University, 40 E. Broadway, Classroom C
3:15 – 4:45pm
Amping Up Resistance
This workshop will use the festival film "Arrestable: A Grassroots Guide to Taking a Stand" as
a jumping off point for a group exploration of what prevents us from taking bold action to
protect the environment (especially from the ravages of climate change) and what we can do
next as a group to build local capacity for civil disobedience.
Sandra Clark, 350.org and Ralph King, filmmaker/activist, will co-lead the session.
Pacific University, 40 E. Broadway, Classroom A
3:30pm – 4:30pm
Youth v Gov
Youth v Gov takes an intimate look at a group of youth plaintiffs, ages 11–22, supported by Eugene
non-profit Our Children's Trust, as they embark on the groundbreaking—and possibly most
important—climate change litigation of the 21st century. A modern David vs. Goliath story, the film
follows their journey as they fight the US government and the fossil fuel industry to secure their legal
right to a healthy atmosphere and a stable climate for not only their generation, but for generations to
come.
This work-in-progress screening (the case is still in the courts, so production is ongoing) will feature a 20-minute sneak preview
of the film along with a presentation by and discussion with Our Children's Trust's Community Engagement
Manager Coreal Riday-White and local youth plaintiff, Kelsey Juliana.
This event is a great opportunity for young people, parents, educators and community members to learn about current
environmental issues, meet youth climate leaders, and learn about the "Trial of the Century," beginning in Eugene on October
29, 2018!

Broadway Metro, 43 W. Broadway (theater3)
3:30pm – 4:30pm
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Workshops
Why We’ll Succeed in Saving the World—and 3 Easy Ways You Can Help
Author Mary DeMocker presents an inspiring talk about the global movement for a livable planet, and why it’s
unstoppable, unifying, and easy to support. Leave with at least three action ideas that fit into even the busiest life.
DeMocker’s new book, The Parents’ Guide to Climate Revolution: 100 Ways to Build a FossilFree Future, Raise Empowered Kids, and Still Get a Good Night’s Sleep, features a foreword by
Bill McKibben and has been called “an essential resource” by Sierra Magazine.
Perugino, 767 Willamette St.
3:30 – 4:30pm
Environmental Justice Open Mic
Performance and spoken word including, but not limited to issues addressing environmental racism, food justice,
decolonization, lgbtq inequity and power,
disability justice, indigenous, immigrant, and
women’s rights, among others!

Broadway Metro, 43 W. Broadway (theater4)
3:30pm – 4:30pm
Universal Language of Rhythm
with Michael DiMartino
The Universal Language of Rhythm is a hands-on workshop using a selection of drums and
percussion instruments. Learn the ancient nonverbal language of communication. This
workshop focuses on tradition and technique, while learning the verbalizations of the rhythms.
We practice rhythms from Latina America, Africa, and the Middle East.
Kesey Square, 10 E. Broadway
3:00pm –5:00pm
Yoga in Kesey Square
Why yoga at a film festival?
We know that some films may invoke emotion or share some hard truths. By offering yoga, we are
aiming to provide a period of restoration in between film sessions so you can enter the next session
with an open mind and open heart. In order to engage in the work that needs to be done, we must first
take care of ourselves so we can be whole in our efforts!

Kesey Square, 10 E. Broadway
3:15 – 4:15pm
14

Workshops
Sustaining All Life and United to End Racism
In between film sessions, a listening project will be available to festival-goers. We want to listen
to your thoughts and feelings regarding what you have seen at the festival and how we can
achieve environmental and climate justice.
Kesey Square, 10 E. Broadway
3:00pm –5:00pm
Coffee With Filmmakers
Join some filmmakers for coffee and discussion about their films, the environment, and using
video as a medium for social change, etc.
The Barn Light, 924 Willamette
3:30pm – 4:30pm

Free and open to the public, the workshops cover a range of
issues while also allowing festival-goers to participate in
performance or restorative healing opportunities.
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Youth Focus!
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Friday Night Opening Soirée
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Films
A Misty Experience

Colby Elliot, James Adamson
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
This deep canyon shrouded in mist is right off the beaten path, but rarely explored, Loves Falls on the North Fork of
the Yuba River, holds much beauty and many mysteries.
[USA, 2017, 4:36] In person, Colby Elliot.

A River’s Last Chance

Shane Anderson
SAT. Session I: David Minor Theater
A story of salmon, timber, weed, and wine along California’s mighty Eel River. Flowing through some of the world’s
largest redwood forests, this resilient population of wild salmon has weathered decades of abusive logging practices,
over-fishing, catastrophic floods, and a hydropower dam that diverts water out of the basin. The Eel River is one of
the most unique, diverse and dynamic rivers in the U.S. and is perhaps one of our last best chances for wild salmon
recovery on the west coast.
[USA, 2017, 1:06:00] In person, Shane Anderson.

Above
Aya Kneitner
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
A crab who aims to see the worlds beyond him.
[USA, 2017, 2:14]

Abundant Land: Soil, Seeds, and Sovereignty

Natasha Florentino
SAT. Session II: David Minor Theater
Abundant Land follows a group of Hawaiian residents on the island of Moloka’i as they oppose the biotech industry’s
use of their land to test genetically engineered seeds and work to restore an integrated food system based on ancient
Hawaiian farming practices. Featuring Native Hawaiian rights leader, Walter Ritte, environmental activist, Vandana
Shiva, and permaculture educator, Geoff Lawton.
[USA, 2017, 60:00] In person, Natasha Florentino.
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Aghanashini

Ashwini Kumar Bhat
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
In Southern India, amidst the onslaught of modern developmental activities, there exists a river, Aghanashini, which
is silently flowing in its original course that it took millions of years ago when it was first formed. There is no dam
long its path to obstruct its natural flow and also there are no industries along its path. Its water is pure through the
entire year!
[India, 2017, 41:17]

Alice Ayalik

Sam, Jorden, Iris, and Alok from Kugluktuk, NU
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
Alice is a strong advocate for the Inuinnaqtun language and traditional teachings. She speaks of how she has seen the
northern climate change since she was young and how her parents taught her to care for her elders.
[Canada, 2017, 5:00]

Arrestable: A Grassroots Guide to Taking a Stand

Ralph King
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
During a city-wide bank protest, some Seattle climate activists experience arrest for the first time.
[USA, 2018, 10:23] In person, Ralph King.

Awake: A Dream From Standing Rock

Myron Dewey, Josh Fox, and James Spione
SAT. Session II: UO Baker Downtown Center
The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in North Dakota captures world attention through their peaceful resistance against the
U.S. government’s plan to construct an oil pipeline through their land.
[USA 2017, 1:29:00] In person, Juan Gonzales from the Civil …

BE’JAM BE: The Never Ending Song

Cyprien Ponson and Caroline Paríetti
SAT. Session I: UO Baker Downtown Center
In Sarawak (Borneo), “the ones who live upstream” are the first affected by deforestation. The Penan, (ex) nomadic
hunters, are caught in the eye of that storm: how to go on living when one’s entire world is being taken apart, when
the landscape, which brought meaning to existence, literally disappears and with it… language, customs and the
spirits. The film, carried by the song of those who refuse to give in, draws the lines of resistance of each one to that
deadly fight. It tells of the intimate interweaving of a sweet and secret way of life with the fight that rages in the
shadow of the big trees.
[Borneo, 2017, 1:25:25: Eastern Penan w/English subtitles]
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Berta Vive

Katia Lara
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
On March 2nd, 2016, news of Berta Caceres’ murder shook the world. Gustavp Castro, Mexican environmental
activist, witnessed the crime and survived the horror of that night, but was then trapped in Honduras. The defense
against the construction of a dam at the Gualcarque River, sacred to the Lenca indigenous communities, is the preface
to a story in which we follow Miriam Miranda, leader of the Garífuna Afro-descendant people, as well as a friend and
comrade of Berta. Both women unified in a struggle for decolonization in a country that is being sold to transnational
capital and where death is delivered in so many different ways.
[Honduras, 2016, 30:00: Spanish w/English Subtitles]

Bison Nation: Walking Sacred Sites

Elke Duerr
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater4)
We are still here. This is our story, the story of the bison, who inhabit the Northern Hemisphere. You might also know
us as buffalo, tatanka, zubr, wisent, basha, Inii, ethanon, tatanga, Wisent… sometimes we are caught in politics,
colonialism, or religion. It is a story of disconnection and destruction as well as a story of hope, resilience, beauty,
interconnectedness, return, and reunion. We are walking sacred sites because we take care of our biggest sacred site:
The Earth.
[International, 2016, 49:00] In person, Elke Duerr.

Blue Heart
Britton Caillouette
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
Blue Heart documents the battle for the largest undammed river in Europe, Albania’s Vjosa, the effort to save the
endangered Balkan Lynx in Macedonia, and the women of Kruscica, Bosnia, who are spearheading a months-long,
24/7 protest to protect their community’s only source of drinking water.
[Balkans, 2018, 41:22: English and Albanian w/English subtitles]

Born to Rewild
Bryan Reinhart
SAT. Session I: UO Baker Downtown Center
Follow ultra trekker, John Davis, on his 8-month journey as he hikes, bikes, and paddles 5000 miles from Mexico to
Canada to bring awareness to the obstacles that wildlife faces as it tries to move from one area to another. His mission
is to bring conservation groups, public land agencies, and private land owners together to create a continuous wildlife
corridor across the spine of the continent.
[Mexico/USA/Canada, 2017, 34:00]
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Confluir

Henry Worobec
SAT. Session I: David Minor Theater
In Peru, the headwaters of the Amazon River cut through the Andes Mountains and help sustain resident communities
as well as the most diverse ecosystem on Earth. As the energy demands of Peru increase, the currently free flowing
Marañón River faces over 20 proposed dam projects, two of which have already been approved. Our international
team of scientists and river experts spent 28 days rafting the Marañón while documenting the natural and cultural
resources that would be eminently impacted by proposed dam projects.
[Peru, 2018, 42:49: English and Spanish w/English subtitles] In person, Natalie Anderson.

Credit 1
David Muriollo Galiano
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
Life can sometimes feel monotonous and repetitive, but we must not make the mistake of confusing it with a game…
[Chile, 2017, 4:01]

Crossing the Divide

Ralph King
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater3)
A reactionary Iowa farmer has a change of heart when climate activists march into his tiny town.
[USA, 2017, 14:45] In person, Ralph King.

Dancing Salmon Home

Will Doolittle
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater4)
Dancing Salmon Home is a journey of loss and reunification, across generations and oceans, as the Winnemem Wintu
tribe of Northern California travels to New Zealand to meet their long-lost Chinook salmon relatives, which have
been missing from their McCloud River homeland for 65 years.
[USA/New Zealand, 2013, 1:06:00] In person, Chief Caleen Sisk & Will Doolittle.

Don’t Frack with Denton

Garrett Graham
SAT. Session II: UO Baker Downtown Center
Hundreds of gas wells tower over Denton, Texas extracting natural gas using a dangerous and controversial drilling
technique called hydraulic fracturing, also known as “fracking”. Childhood asthma rates are on the rise as the
county’s air quality declines, but the people of Denton are fighting back. Against overwhelming odds, the citizens of
Denton vote to become the first city in Texas to ban fracking. But after a shady coalition of corporate lobbyists and
industry insiders manage to throw out their vote behind closed doors, the people of Denton must resort to acts of civil
disobedience to physically stop the fracking industry from returning to their town.
[USA, 2017, 57:15]
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Enough White Teacups

Michelle Carpenter
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater3)
Enough White Teacups showcases how design can be used to plan and build affordable housing, to prevent of
blindness, to destroy landmines, to deliver vaccines and blood in remote areas, to clean up the oceans and to help
prevent infant and mother mortality, among others. Enough White Teacups examines sustainable designs/inventions
that embrace the principles of social, economic and ecological sustainability.
[International, 2017, 59:00] Via Skype, Michelle Carpenter.

Facing Navassa

Milo Kim
SAT. Session I: UO Baker Downtown Center
A documentary short that examines the dark history of environmental injustice in southeastern North Carolina.
[USA, 2018, 10:00]

Incredible Animals Galápagos: A Wildlife Sanctuary

Hap Kindem
SAT. Session I: David Minor Theater
This documentary short alludes to several human-related threats to wildlife in the Galápagos, including climate
change/El Niño, the presence of humans... as well as poaching/commercial fishing, without making us its central
focus.
[Ecuador, 2018, 10:00] In person, Hap Kindem.

Intraterrestrial: A Fleeting Contact

Alexander and Nicole Gratovsky
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater4)
The Shore and the Ocean. The frozen and the fluid. The artificial and the genuine. Humans and dolphins. Two ways
of life. Two mentalities. A dialogue about two world-systems. Is contact possible between them? Intraterrestrial –
inhabitants of the Earth - not us OR them, but us WITH them.
[International, 2017, 55:44]

Lake Victoria: An Ecosystem in Turmoil

Benj Binks
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater4)
Lake Victoria: An Ecosystem in Turmoil explores how the environmental degradation of Lake Victoria is affecting
the people and communities who call the lake and basin their home... With dwindling fish stocks leading to clashes
between fishermen, farmers tainting the waters with chemicals, and miners washing mercury into the food chain, the
film provides an in-depth overview of just how under siege Lake Victoria’s ecosystem is.
[Africa, 2017, 37:22: English and Ganda, Soga, & Swahili w/English subtitles]
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Last Nomads of Everest

Nischal Poudyal
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater4)
Last Nomads of Everest is a documentary exploring the wilderness of the snowy Himalayas. Covered in the snow is
the Nurkum village that lies around Everest region at the height of 4000 m above sea level. This documentary tells the
story of the last Sherpa family holding the traditional Sherpa profession of Mountain cow husbandry in the most
extreme weather condition.
[Nepal, 2017, 28:59: Nepali w/English subtitles)

My Golden Rule

Sally Sherwood
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater4)
This film was made as a tribute to the wonders of our earth and the importance of protecting them. Follow a young
woman, armed with her banjo and her spirit, as she enters a portal from a post-apocalyptic world into a realm of
rhinoceroses, gorillas and ancient trees to recover magical seeds and make the world wild again!
[USA, 2017, 3:25] In person, Sally Sherwood.

Nobody Dies Here

Simon Panay
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater4)
Perma gold mine, Benin. Some dream to find something, others realized there was nothing to be found. Some dig
relentlessly hoping to become rich, others died in the process. And a few of them say that here, nobody dies.
[Africa, 2016, 23:21: French w/English subtitles]

OME: Tales of a Vanishing Homeland

Raul O. Paz Pastrana
SAT. Session I: David Minor Theater
Filmed in the heart of the Ecuadorian Amazon in the Yasuni biosphere, "OME: Tales From a Vanishing Homeland"
offers incredible access to the unique and ancient way of life of the Huaorani, one of Ecuador's most isolated
indigenous groups. OME explores the intricacies of the Huaorani way of life, highlighting their connection to land
and family, while raising questions about their future survival as oil companies encroach upon Ome, their homeland.
[Ecuador, 2017, 30:00: Spanish w/English subtitles]

Plastic is Forever

Dylan D’Haeze
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
What happens when you throw plastic trash away? Dylan, a 13 year old filmmaker from the San Juan Islands, follows
plastic trash to where it ends up, and shows how kids can help make a difference in a world that is increasingly
dependent on plastic.
[USA, 2017, 3:25]
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Resilience at the Roots

Jake Ratner
SAT. Session I: UO Baker Downtown Center
Resilience at the Roots follows a community in El Salvador who, after fleeing government repression and spending a
decade in exile, returned to their country to rebuild their lives in the coastal lowland areas surrounding the Bay of
Jiquilisco. But their challenges were not over: in 1998 Hurricane Mitch hit, and other severe storms followed,
washing away homes, destroying crops, and burying the community in rising waters. They recognized that these
storms were linked to climate change and loss of protective mangrove forests, and so began to organize.
[El Salvador, 2017, 13:23: Spanish w/English subtitles] In person, Karolo Aparicio, producer.

Saving the Dark
Siriam Murali
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater3)
80% of the world’s population can no longer see the Milky Way. What do we lose when we lose sight of the stars?
Excessive and improper lighting robs us of our night skies, disrupts our sleep patterns and endangers nocturnal
habitats. The current advances in LED technology have enabled several cities to safely light their streets and save
energy without disrupting the nighttime environment. Saving the Dark explores the need to preserve night skies and
what we can do to combat light pollution.
[US, 2018, 55:36]

Straws

Linda Broker
SAT. Session II: David Minor Theater
Used once and tossed, billions of plastic straws wind up in landfills and streets finding their way to oceans. A viral
video of a sea turtle with a plastic straw in its nose has now sparked anti-straw campaigns globally. Actor/Director
Tim Robbins narrates the history and story of straws and marine researchers, citizen activists and business owners
discuss how it's possible to make a sea of change, one straw at a time.
[USA, 2017, 32:45)

The Adventures of Zack and Molly

Jim Tooney
SAT. Session II: David Minor Theater
Zack is more interested in the small world of his smart phone than the larger world around him. His online request for
a roommate is answered by Molly, a tech-savvy dumbo octopus on a mission to tell the world about the importance of
the deep ocean. Molly wants to use Zack’s apartment for her global communications headquarters, but Zack is
skeptical. To win Zack over, Molly takes him to her deep ocean home in the Gulf of Mexico to see its unique features
and diverse marine life, and to help him understand how human activities threaten its health.
[USA, 2018, 11:00]
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The Asylum/Episode One

Tim Lewis
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
High school students become angry and involved when developers clearcut a hillside next to their school to build
expensive homes.
[USA, 2018, 6:02] In person, Tim Lewis.

The Big Boom

Marat Narimanov
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
The history of humanity and of our planet in four minutes. An eco-friendly statement developed in a single shot that
has it all: humor, action and tragedy.
[Russia, 2016, 4:00: animation]

The Profanity Peak Pack: Set up and Sold Out

Brooks Fahy, Paul Garrett
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
This film reveals the surprising players and policies that set up an unjust and unnecessary wolf slaughter on pristine,
public forest land in Washington State in 2016. Despite public outrage and the revelation of deceit and missteps, the
wildlife "managers" involved refused to learn that killing wolves increases attacks on livestock and resumed the
slaughter in 2017.
[USA, 2017, 26:00] In person, Brooks Fahy.

The Salmon Will Run

Shadia Wood, Olivia Abtahi
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater4)
The Salmon Will Run follows the story of Chief Caleen Sisk of the Winnemem Wintu tribe and the journey to bring
our salmon home. Though they are not a federally recognized tribe and are small in numbers, the Winnemem Wintu
have made tremendous strides in achieving their mission. They have galvanized people across the country, made their
way into federal agency meeting rooms, and have raised over $70,000. Our film brings our audience to the heart of
the issue, helping them understand what is at stake, and why they need to be involved.
[USA, 2017, 16:00] In person, Chief Caleen Sisk.

Tipping Point

Dylan D’Haeze
SUN. Session III: Pacific University
“Tipping Point” is the second film, after “Plastic is Forever,” in a new series of documentaries called “Kids Can Save
the Planet” by 14 year old filmmaker Dylan D'Haeze. Tipping Point explains climate change from a kid's perspective,
and shows kids what they can do to help solve the problem. Kids can make a difference!
[USA, 2017, 26:30] In person, Dylan D’Haeze.
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Upsetting the Apple Cart

Martin Borden
SAT. Session II: Broadway Metro (theater4)
This short film documents the planning, construction, and use of the Weaving Wagon, a woven willow, bicycle
powered cart that allows two environmental artists (Sharon Kallis and Rebecca Graham) to take their community
based art practice on the road, without the need of a car or truck. Along the way, they work with bike engineer and
Shift Delivery owner, Geoff Hibbard and Alastair Heseltine, an expert willow weaver at this studio on Hornby Island,
British Columbia. Part of a wave of local businesses that are employing pedal power, the Weaving Wagon also
harkens back to an earlier time before the internal combustion engine, when a wide variety of handmade vehicles
carried our goods and services.
[Canada, 2017, 9:27] In person, Martin Borden.

Wetlands in my Heart

Lilian Fu
SAT. Session I: UO Baker Downtown Center
Old Chan reminiscent his life as a farmer and fisherman, adapting the wetland environment and utilizing the natural
resources.
[England, 2018, 10:40]

Where Do We Go?

Reza Majlesi
SAT. Session I: Broadway Metro (theater3)
The documentary film “where we do go?“ is a warning film about waste in Iran and the problems and environmental
consequences resulting from it.
[Iran, 2016, 17:05: Persian w/English subtitles]

Women Bending the Curve of Climate Change

Joanna Ashworth
SAT. Session II: David Minor Theater
Set in the context of the Paris climate change agreements, the documentary tells the stories of climate change leaders
from Canada’s West Coast working in renewable energy, city government, energy conservation, community
engagement, sustainable food, finance and indigenous land stewardship. This film shines a spotlight on women who
are taking meaningful action on climate change and what can be accomplished when the women’s collaborative
leadership is directed toward solving the climate crisis.
[Canada, 2018, 51:04] In person, Joanna Ashworth.
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Film Schedule at a Glance
Saturday: Session I

Saturday October 6th
11:00am
Start

Broadway
Metro
Blue Heart
A Misty
Experience

The Big Boom
Berta Vive

Q&A
BREAK
Where Do We
Go?

**SESSION I**
Doors open 30 minutes before start of films

Broadway
Metro
Lake Victoria:
An Ecosystem in
Turmoil
The Salmon Will
Run

The Last
Nomads of
Everest
My Golden Rule

Q&A

David Minor
Theater
Confluir
Incredible
Animals
Galápagos: A
Wildlife
Sanctuary
OME: Tales of a
Vanishing
Homeland
Arrestable: A
Grassroots Guide
to Taking a
Stand
Q&A

BREAK
BREAK
Intraterrestrial: A A River’s Last
Fleeting Contact Chance

U of O Baker
Downtown
Center
BE’JAM BE: the
never ending
song
Q&A

BREAK
Wetlands in My
Heart
Resilience at the
Roots
Facing Navassa
Film Presented by
the Western
Environmental
Law Center
(WELC)

Born to Rewild
Aghanashini

Q&A

3:00pm
Q&A
Finish
Q&A is from 12:30-1:00pm & 2:30-3:00pm
The BREAK is from 1:00-1:30pm

Q&A

Q&A

-
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Film Schedule at a Glance
Saturday: Session II

Saturday October 6th
5:00pm Start

Broadway
Metro

**SESSION II**
Doors open 30 minutes before start of films

Broadway
Metro

David Minor
Theater

U of O Baker
Downtown
Center
Awake: A Dream
From Standing
Rock

The Profanity
Peak Pack: Set
Up and Sold Out

Nobody Dies
Here

Film Presented by
Cornucopia

Crossing the
Divide

Film Presented by
Mark Andrew
Sculpting Studio

Straws
The Adventures
of Zack and
Molly

Saving the Dark

Dancing Salmon
Home
Q&A

Q&A

BREAK

BREAK
Enough White
Teacups

Upsetting the
Apple Cart
Bison Nation:
Walking Sacred
Sites

Q&A
Q&A
9:00pm
Finish
Q&A is from 6:30-7:00pm & 8:30-9:00pm
The BREAK is from 7:00-7:30pm

Women Bending
the Curve of
Climate Change
Q&A
BREAK

Q&A

BREAK
Don’t Frack with
Denton
Q&A

Film Presented by
TownHend’s

Abundant Land:
Soil, Seeds, and
Sovereignty
Q&A
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Film Schedule at a Glance

Sunday
Sunday: Session III
12:00pm
Start

**SESSION III**
Youth Films
Doors open 30 minutes before start of films

Pacific University Downtown
Plastic is Forever
Alice Ayalik
Above
Just People
The Asylum/Episode One
BREAK
Credit 1
Film Presented by Hillside Academy

Trust Oregon
The Tipping Point
3:00pm
End
Q&A is from 2:30-3:00pm
The BREAK is from 1:00-1:30pm

Q&A

Sunday

Awards & Closing
Ceremony
3:30-5:00
Pacific University 40 E. Broadway
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Headquarters & Film Venues
Headquarters
1
Broadway
Commerce
Center
44 W. Broadway
FILM VENUES:
2
Broadway Metro 43
W. Broadway

3
David Minor
180 E. 5th Ave

4
UO Baker Center
325 E. 10th Ave

5
Pacific University
40 E. Broadway

3

2

1

5

4
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Workshop Venues
1
Broadway
Metro
43 W. Broadway

2
Pacific
University
40 E. Broadway

3
Perugino
767 Willamette

4
Barn Light
924 Willamette

5
Kesey Square
10 E. Broadway

3

1

2
5
4
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WHAT WE DO
We use grassroots organizing and a racial justice framework to challenge the root causes
of toxic pollution in Oregon. With two offices, one in Oregon’s Willamette Valley and
our new Jackson County office, our eight-member staff practices strong environmental
justice engagement and strategic community-based initiatives to build community
knowledge, power and the ability to take action on environmental health threats.

541-465-8860 | www.BeyondToxics.org | info@beyondtoxics.org
2 offices in Oregon: 1192 Lawrence, Eugene 97401 and 107 West 1st St., Phoenix 97535

Beyond Toxic’s WATER, SOIL AND POLLINATORS ACT bans or severely restricts
most highly toxic pesticides linked to neurological damage and bio-persistence in food,
water and soils. Action is essential because Oregon has the weakest pesticide laws in the
Pacific Northwest.
We’re pursuing important ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE COMMUNITY PROJECTS
including our door-to-door canvassing for the 2019 Eugene Industrial Corridor
Environmental Health Survey. Our work to hold polluters accountable resulted in over
$90,000 in fines for law-breaking polluters as well as new investments in services for
this vulnerable community.
We’re doing CLIMATE JUSTICE ORGANIZING in Latinx, immigrants and AfricanAmerican communities in rural agricultural areas as part of our three-organization
partnership with UNETE Farm Worker Advocacy Center and the Lane County NAACP.
We are members of Renew Oregon and the Oregon Just Transition Alliance. And we’re
planning the 2019 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE POLICY ROADMAP SUMMIT, a
project in partnership with the University of Oregon. Join Us!
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During the festival, the Voodoo
trike will stop by the locations below for 15 minutes at a
time. They will be passing out free classic doughnut cards that can
be redeemed at the doughnut shop in downtown Eugene! A Voodoo
employee will be able to answer any questions about the shop
anyone might have!
10:00am
10:50am
1:20pm
4:50pm or 7:00pm

The Barn Light (924 Willamette St)
U of O Baker (325 10th Ave.)
David Minor (180 E 5th Ave.)
Broadway Metro (43 W Broadway)
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Complimentary Rides for Festival-goers!

PeaceHealth Rides, Eugene's new bike share system, offers a healthy, convenient, and fun way to
explore your community! A network of 300 bicycles and 35 stations is available for users to pick up
an drop off publicly available bicycles for one-way trips across the city. To get riding, download the
app or visit our website www.PeaceHealthRides.com
Eugene Environmental Film Festival- General Audience:
• PeaceHealth Rides is excited to be part of the Eugene Environmental Film Festival! Bike share
is an easy and fun way to get to the event venues to watch the films.
• As a celebration of the event, we're offering the promo code FilmFreeway18 for a free hour of
ride credit. This provides $6 of free ride time for new and existing members.
To get riding, download the PeaceHealth Rides app or visit our website:
www.PeaceHealthRides.com
Registration Process:
• Register- choose the single trip plan and input your membership information. Upon checkout,
enter the promo code: FilmFreeway18. Each code is good for one hour of ride time. If you
have any issues with signup, contact our customer service team at
541-214-2212 or support@peacehealthrides.com.
• Release- Enter your account number and 4-digit PIN into the keypad on the bike of the bike to
unlock it.
• Ride- Place the U-lock in the holster before you take off.
• Return- To end a ride, just lock your bike to any hub. Or, lock it to a public bike rack for a
small additional fee within the system area.
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•

Envision
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eugevoff.org

Thank you!!

PO Box 92, Eugene, OR 97440
Back Cover: Confluir
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